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Committee 
criticizes 
mall plans
By DOUG HAMPTON
Montana Kalmln Co-editor
Susan Talbot, Site Review Committee 
chairman, said yesterday that “drastic 
changes'* must be made in Missoula Mall plans 
before the committee would approve the 
proposal.
The Site Review Committee, a citizen group, 
is a revival of the Community Improvement 
Committee of several years ago, and has been 
studying the Missoula Mall proposal since 
June 18 and will present a statement on the 
mall at the City Zoning Commission meeting 
tomorrow.
Talbot said the statement would include a 
list of specific criticisms of the proposed mall's 
architecture. She said she has read the list of 
criticisms to Mall Centers, Inc. President 
Thomas Dunstan, who will respond to the 
criticisms at the Wednesday meeting.
Mall Centers and the BNL Development 
Corp, plan to build the mall near the intersec­
tion of Reserve Street and Highway 10 West. 
BNL is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Burlington Northern, Inc., which owns the 
proposed site.
The site now is zoned I (industrial), and must 
be rezoned SC (shopping center) before the 
mall can be built. The Zoning Commission 
must recommend to the City Council whether 
SC zoning should be granted.
Dunstan said at an earlier Zoning Com­
mission meeting that, if Zoning Commission 
votes to not approve the rezoning, he would 
present his case to the City Council.
Contacted in his Seattle office yesterday, 
Dunstan called the Site Review Committee's 
criticisms "most healthy and most construc­
tive,'* and said he would "incorporate the
suggestions of the committee to every extent 
we can within the realm of economic realism.**
However, he said, the Site Review Com­
mittee's suggestions would not be in­
corporated "carte blanche" into the present 
mall plans.
"We might pose some alternative solutions,” 
he said.
Talbot said criticism of the mall plans 
concerns:
•  lack of arcades, overhangs and covered 
walkways “as any kind of protection from the 
weather” outside the mall.
•  "unbroken expanses” of blacktop in the 
parking lot without protective islands for 
pedestrians.
•  the type of lighting to be used in the park­
ing lot. Talbot said Dunstan has not made 
clear the kind of lighting he plans to use. She 
said that, though she is concerned about 
safety, she does not want to seethe parking lot 
"lit up like a night baseball field.”
•  the size of business sign on the mall lot. 
She said a 720-squ a re-foot sign on a pylon is 
planned for the site, adding that such a large 
sign is "Onnecessary; the building itself w ill be 
its own advertising.”
•  “gigantic architecture in unbroken 
surfaces.”  Talbot said plans do not include use 
of "natural materials like stone or brick or 
wood” on the mall’s exterior wails. Plans now 
call for solid concrete walls, she said.
Talbot also said the mall's entrances are 
"monumental in scale—very impressive but 
not very inviting.” However, Dunstan told the 
Kaimin yesterday that low architecture on a 
large building like the mall would make the 
mall “ look like a rabbit hutch.”
•  placement of benches and plants inside 
the mall. Talbot said original mail plans did not
call for benches or plants, which Dunstan 
added to the plans at the suggestion of the 
committee.
She said original plans called for five 
skylights, but the "skylights seem to be 
unrelated to the placement of benches and 
potted trees added to the original plan.”
“ If on the interior, the trees should be 
grouped in large permanent planters or patios, 
like in the (University of Montana) UC. If there 
is only artificial light, pretty soon you w ill have 
to replace the plants with plastic plants.”
•  restrictions imposed by the mall owners 
on mall tenants. Talbot said she does not know 
if Dunstan plans to impose "any kind of 
architectural sign control in the inside.” Lack 
of proper control, she said, could lead to a 
"mish-mash of ugly signs.”
Talbot said she wants to see the mall 
succeed, if it is built, by being “attractive and 
welcoming to customers.”
She criticized a revised mall plan submitted 
to the Site Review Committee several weeks 
ago by Dunstan. She said the revised plan 
attempted to meet objections to the mall plans 
voiced by the committee.
However, she said, “The remedies met the 
objections, but, in general, they are not 
solutions to the problems.
She said she though incorporation of the 
committee's recommendations would not be 
overly expensive, adding that "good quality 
brings good business” and “we don’t want to 
settle for second rate or third rate in Missoula.”
Dunstan acknowledged that incorporation 
of the recommendations would have "some 
effect on cost,” but declined to say whether 
this increase in cost would be reflected by an 
increase in the price for a mall tenant's lease.
"That depends on what kind of costs we can 
absorb,” he said.
Z ...... \
Funk upset 
by Bowers’ 
statement
Robert Funk is angry about the way 
the University of Montana has been 
dealing with its religious studies 
department, which he chairs, Scholars 
Press, which he founded two years ago, 
and the Center for Scholarly Publishing 
and Services, a project he has just 
gotten off the ground.
The major reason for Funk's funk was 
the announcement at a Board of 
Regents* meeting two weeks ago by UM 
President Richard Bowers that the 
religious studies department is one of 
23 programs and activities at the 
University deemed non-essential.
Scholars Press allows learned people 
to publish their works at low prices. 
Scholars Press now is part of the Center 
for Scholarly Publishing and Services, 
which will function as headquarters for 
a number of scholarly societies in the 
religious studies field.
The Center will collect membership 
dues fo r the various societies at dis­
count rates. The money the societies 
save will be credited toward publishing 
activities with the Press by each society.
Funk said he has had no indication 
from Bowers that Bowers thinks the 
department is expendable. If the 
department is terminated, Funk says 
Scholars Press and the Center would 
have to leave campus. In fact, Funk said, 
had he known this spring of Bowers' at­
titude, he would have accepted a 
position with another school and taken 
the Center and the Press with him. Funk 
said he now is considering going 
elsewhere.
As it was, Funk said Friday that he 
learned of Bowers' position in the Mon­
tana Kaimin.
Scholars Press also is under attack by 
the International Typographical Union. 
Owen Hummel, Printing Services 
printer, wrote to Bowers last month ob­
jecting to the use of electronic typeset­
ting equipment by Scholars Press. He 
said work done on the machine falls 
within union jurisdiction.
Funk has threatened to leave if juris­
diction is enforced.
Hummel said yesterday he may not 
press the jurisdiction issue. Loss of 
Scholars Press business could cause a 
reduction in printers employed by Prin­
ting Services. In any case Hummel said 
Printing Services Director Al Madison 
already has told him that “people like 
me don’t stay here long."
Madison says he had told Hummel 
only that several people might lose their 
jobs should Scholars Press leave.
Which kind of insurance is for you?
By STEVEN FORBIS
Montana Kalmln Co-editor
At the beginning of this quarter, a 
man called the Montana Kaimin of­
fice to ask for the return of a book 
borrowed by a Kaimin reporter in the 
spring. It turned out that he had lent 
the book to the reporter in order to 
get the reporter interested in writing 
an expose of the life insurance 
business.
news feature
The reporter was long gone and 
had not written anything anyway, so, 
presently, I found myself working on 
an expose of the life insurance 
business with the man feeding me in­
formation.
The first thing he "fed" me was the 
book the other reporter had left town 
with. I lost it. I got another copy of the 
book and was on my way. You are 
reading the results.
The man who called was an 
independent insurance agent named 
Lew Cady. He is, in fact, a very 
independent insurance agent. Not 
only does he not work for any 
particular company, he never has 
mentioned to me the name of any 
particular company he deals with.
Cady basically is an investment 
counsellor. His card states his
theme: Separate Insurance. . .  from 
. . .  Savings.
This concept—to be explained 
momentarily for the naive—turns out 
to be a topic of wide discussion 
within the business during the past 
few years. This article, then, is not 
much of an expose. It is a discussion 
of a matter that could be very im­
portant to those who have not heard 
it before—the naive, who not long 
ago included me, just mentioned. 
The topic is especially important to 
undergraduates who soon will be 
confronted by a flood of insurance 
salesmen—either upon graduation 
or when the graduates land a job.
Two kinds of Insurance
First, some terminology. In­
surance can be broken down into 
two general categories. The first is 
"pure" insurance, called "term." 
Term insurance in its simplest form is 
purchased one year at a time.
With term, one pays an amount of 
money—called a "premium." If one 
dies during the year, his beneficiary 
gets a whole lot more money than 
what he paid. If one lives he either 
can pay more money and hope he 
dies the next year, or can pay nothing 
and let the policy lapse.
The reason one can pay a small 
premium—say $289—and have his
estate credited with a huge sum—in 
this case, $100,000—if he dies is that 
most people who pay the premium 
do not die. Thus, the company has 
some money left over, even when the 
amount paid to survivors of those 
who do die is subtracted.
Of course, the older one is the 
more likely he or she is to die. The 
premium goes up accordingly- 
always enough to pay all death 
benefits and leave the company a lit­
tle extra. By the time one is 75, the 
cost of a term policy becomes 
prohibitive.
Because pure insurance becomes 
unaffordable as one gets very old, 
another kind of policy was devised. 
This is the second category of life in­
surance, permanent insurance, 
called “whole life.”
This is how it works: In the early 
years the insured pays much more 
than she or he would if term were 
purchased. Suppose the policy is for 
a $100,000 death benefit. The com­
pany uses part of the money to buy a 
$100,000 term policy for the insured. 
The rest of the money is put into a 
fund. As years go by, the fund gets 
bigger, especially because it is 
invested and earns interest. Conse­
quently, the company buys smaller 
and smaller amounts of term in­
surance on the insured. So even 
though the price of term insurance
goes up, the company buys less and 
less of it and the fund continues to 
grow. The insured keeps paying the 
same premium, which eventually is 
lower than term would be. Finally, 
with a classic whole life policy, the 
insured reaches the age of 96. The 
fund now is $100,000, which is turned 
over to policyholder. The policy 
ends.
Variations of this theme exist. In 
some policies the premium is even 
higher, but the insured stops paying 
it at age 65. By that time, the fund is 
large enough to keep growing from 
the interest it earns along until it 
becomes $100,000 at age 96. In 
others the premium is even steeper, 
but the policy is "paid off” even more 
qjickly—the policyholder stops pay­
ing premiums in 30,20 or even as few 
as 10 years.
Cash values
Because of a law requiring in­
surance companies to return to the 
policyholder the money that has ac­
cumulated in the fund if the 
policyholder decides to cancel, the 
companies have been asking cus­
tomers to consider the fund—called 
"cash value”—to be a kind of savings 
account.
Now, perhaps Cady's "Separate 
Insurance from Savings” begins to
take on meaning. Cady is dead-set 
against whole life policies.
What are his objections? First of 
all, it must be stated that the cash 
value of a whole life insurance policy 
makes a pretty strange savings ac­
count. It pays from 2.5 to 3.5 percent 
interest, depending on the company. 
Banks and savings and loan 
institutions pay at least 5 per cent 
nowadays. For another thing, if 
one wishes to make a withdrawal, the 
insurance company considers it to 
be a loan and charges around 6 per 
cent interest. Not only that, but, 
naturally, the death benefit of the 
policy is reduced by the amount of 
the loan.
The reasons for these occurrences 
go back to the cash value's real 
purpose, that is to reduce the amount 
the company is at risk if the insured 
dies.
Thus, the cash value should not be 
thought of as a savings account. It is 
more accurate to call it a "self-in­
surance fund.”
The next question, as Cady is 
quick to point out, is "why keep one’s 
self-insurance fund with an in­
surance company that pays 3 per 
cent interest when one can get 5 per 
cent at a bank or savings and loan?”
In the course of evaluating what
•  Cont. on p. 5
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China's economy
has got it in the bag
The AMERICAN can learn something from Communist China’s 
agricultural program.
When China was wracked with famine 25 years ago, after it had 
closed its doors to the West, it seemed unlikely that the country 
would ever rise above the level of subsistence farming. However, 
today the U.S. government has acknowledged that Chinese 
farmers are producing the same amount of grain on roughly the 
same amount of land as farmers in the United States.
Mao's agricultural revolution is coming into fruition, and this is 
significant because, unlike the American farmer, the Chinese do 
not rely heavily on the highly mechanized farming techniques 
that the American farmer seems to think is vital for an efficient 
farm operation.
China can do this because, to quote Roger Blobaum in the 
August issue of Harper’s, it has made agriculture its first priority, 
“adopting a system that stresses productivity of the land rather 
than of labor, and refusing to replace labor-intensive practices 
proven over the centuries with energy-intensive technology."
Blobaum, an agricultural consultant to the Center for the 
Biology of Natural Systems and the National Catholic Rural Life 
Conference, visited China in January with a group of Kansas 
farmers.
Being "labor intensive," o f course, means that the majority of 
the work force will be on the farms, and this would seem to 
preclude the United States from adopting this kind of system.
After all, China has traditionally been agriculturally based, and 
the United States has long put its emphasis on "energy intensive" 
productions, not only in heavy industry but in agriculture as well.
But, as the Western nations are only beginning.to realize, the 
long-term results of energy-intensive production will cripple that 
system of production: At present, all facets of American life, from
canning to farming, are based on finite fuel source that is 1) 
rapidly diminishing, and 2) is not controlled by Americans. Thus, 
America does not, ultimately, control its own economy, as the 
recent giant increases in the cost of oil show.
Does this mean, as the Ford Administration has been saying, 
that America must become "energy self-sufficient?”
In a way, yes. But this cannot mean we must increase domestic 
production and refinement of fossil fuels to halt our dependence 
on Arab oil, because that, too, will run out (and sooner than you 
think). It means that we must, as fu lly as possible, decrease our 
dependence on all fossil fuels. Oil, coal, everything.
Blobaum reports that China has a lot of coal to mine, but that 
the little it does mine is used to produce fertilizer, though the vast 
bulk of Chinese fertilizer comes from products Americans see fit 
to waste: common old everyday garbage and human and animal 
waste.
As an added bonus, unemployment in such an agriculturally 
based country as China is very very low, if it exists at all. In the 
U.S., as most of you are probably acutely aware, it is very very 
high, and with more and more women entering the work force, 
there is a good chance it will remain high.
The Chinese agriculturally-based economy is more stable; they 
have reported an unheard-of 13 good crops In a row. The 
American economy is, at best, flighty: boom and depression, 
recovery and recession.
America can produce more than enough grain and meat and 
fish to feed itself. People are out o f work. The only thing blocking 
America's gradual but determined shift to a self-perpetuating 
stable agrarian economy is the stubborn ignorance of the non­
agrarian masses. Mao perceived the middle class as the stum­
bling block for his political and economic changes, and he had his 
own rather simplistic solution.
In America, at least now, that can't happen. But America will 
have to recognize what its own economy is doing to itself and 
change it. Or, when our economy has died of self-inflicted 
wounds and our people are starving in a land of plenty, someone 
will have to do it for us.
Doug Hampton
montono
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EARL BUTZ POINTS OUT MINIMAL EFFECT OF RUSSIAN 
WHEAT DEAL ON COMING U.S. BREAD PRICES—News Item
Name calling
Editor: I am very disappointed with 
a couple of the comments John Stef- 
fans made in the Aug. 5,1975 issue of 
the Montana Kaimin about myself.
First of all, he said of me that “he 
doesn't understand what he's doing*' 
and “ if he would attend CB meetings 
maybe he would find out what's go­
ing on.”  For Steffans* information, I 
have in the last 17 months missed 
only one CB meeting, and that 
happened to be the one on July 23, 
1975 when Kaimin legal fees were 
discussed.
I spent a great deal of time prepar­
ing a letter to CB members present at 
that meeting outlining, as I saw it, 
many of the options available to ob­
tain legal fees for the Kaimin. This 
was done because I knew I would be 
unable to attend.
My decision that all money 
received by the Kaimin this summer 
goes into the frozen surplus only Is 
consistent with CB's decision, 
because it accrues back to the 
school year 1974-75 surplus, when 
the money actually was earned.
It never has been a policy of ASUM 
to make “an advance against a
budget,”  as Steffans put it. If the 
Kaimin needs money to cover ex­
penses incurred before they receive 
their Fall Quarter allocation, I see no 
problem with charging them against 
their account, as long as they are 
within the budget approved by CB. I 
don't think Steffans would have 
needed to call any names if he first 
would have looked for the facts.
Nils Ribi
ASUM business manager
Letters policy
Letters should be typed, preferably 
triple-spaced and fewer than 300 
words long. The writer should in­
clude his or her name, address, 
phone number, class (if student), 
position (if faculty member) and 
department where applicable. 
Letters are subject to editing for 
style, clarity, length and libel. Letters 
should be brought or mailed to the 
Montana Kaimin office, J-206.
— bits and
WRC lecture
The Women's Resource Center sponsors 
its last lunchtime lecture for Summer 
Quarter today at noon. The lecture, Sex 
Education in the Schools, is fifth in the 
Women in Education series offered this 
summer and will feature Sydney McIntyre 
from Planned Parenthood as speaker. All 
are invited to bring sack lunches to the 
WRC on the first floor of the UC.
Recital tomorrow
Tom Graves and Forest Reinhardt will 
present a violin and piano recital tomorrow 
night at 8 in Christ the King Church. 
Graves, a 1975 graduate of Sentinel High
pieces — —
School, is a student of Dennis Alexander. 
Reinhardt, a 1975 graduate from Hellgate 
High School is a student of Eugene Andrie.
The two will perform works of Brahms, 
Bach, Beethoven, Gershwin and Tauriello.
No admission will be charged.
‘Miss Reardon’ 
begins tomorrow
The Masquer Summer Theater's final 
summer production, And Miss Reardon 
Drinks a Little, will begin tomorrow night at 
8 in the Masquer Theater. The production 
will run nightly through Aug. 17. Tickets 
are available at the Masquer Box Office 
daily between the hours of 12 and 5 p.m. 
Tickets cost $2 for adults and $1.50 for
students with valid I.D. Reservations may 
be made by calling 243-4581.
Sex discrimination 
claimed at MSU
Court proceedings opened today on a 
suit brought against Montana State 
University by five MSU female faculty, 
alleging sexual discrimination. The As­
sociated Press reported last week that ma­
jor issues in the suit include:
• the state seniority system, which the 
women say limits employment and 
promotional opportunities for women.
•  claims that women are denied full op­
portunity to receive leadership roles, in­
cluding policy-setting positions.
•  lower wages allegeldy paid women 
faculty for the same work as men.
Sullivan appointed
Dean Robert Sullivan of the UM law & 
school has been appointed to the 1975 £
Board of Directors of the American 
Judicature Society. $
The American Judicature Society is a 
national and international organization of £  
lawyers, judges and civic leaders founded £ 
to promote the administration of justice. £ 
Sullivan received his law degree from Notre £  
Dame and currently is commissioner to the £ 
National Conference of Commissioners on £  
Uniform State Laws.
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SAC position clarified
on Cabin Creek issue
The issue of Cabin Creek coal development 
is a unique environmental problem. The actual 
proposed strip mining will take place in the 
province of British Columbia, approximately 
eight miles from the United States border. 
Hence, the development is under the juris* 
diction of the provincial government. The 
American position then is one of a legal out* 
sider. We are trying to influence the decision 
of a sovereign government.
The legal permit to begin strip mining, if ap*
proved, would be issued to the mining com­
pany by.the  Minister of Mines of British 
Columbia. Under existing provincial laws, no 
statutes require the process of public hearings 
or the filing of an environmental impact 
statement. Thus, the average citizen of the 
province must make his or her voice heard 
through sheer group pressure.
For instance, the hearing of July 31 was 
brought about through pressuring of the 
provincial government by the British Colum­
bian Wildlife Federation (14,000 members
strong and an affiliate of the Flathead 
Coalition). Granting of the hearing and the 
promise of a future hearing proves that a 
public outcry can be effective in'dealing with 
the provincial government.
However, the hearings merely are one small 
step in the right direction. As hearings 
proceedings are set up now, the process 
primarily consists of the coal company giving 
an informational talk to the public. The com­
pany's economic, environmental and social 
“studies" already have been completed when 
they are introduced to the public.
Thus, as we see it, the major flaw is that no 
provision for public input into these studies 
exists. The average citizen's voice is not heard. 
Considering the fact that these studies of the 
environmental, social and economic aspects 
of the development are the criteria by which 
the Ministry of Mines makes its decision, the 
hearing’s proceedings are a one way street, 
with citizens yielding in all respects to the coal 
company. Currently there is no room for 
dialogue between the company and the 
public. The company talks; we listen. We are 
allowed to speak after the company's presen­
tation—but what can we say when we just have 
received the information? What guarantee do 
we have that our voices will in any way* be 
heard by the Ministry? Will our concerns affect 
the decision to grant the permit to go ahead 
and mine? These questions demand an 
answer from the Ministry.
The Montanan's concern centers around the 
possible water and air pollution from the 
mines and the power plant at the mining site. 
We have the legitimate legal right to be heard 
on these questions because we share with our 
Canadian neighbros the water and air that will 
be affected by the mining. Thus, the coal 
development no longer is a sovereign issue of 
the British Columbian government.
Under the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, 
we have an agreement with the Canadian 
National government which states; “ It is 
further agreed that the waters herein defined 
as boundary waters, and waters flowing 
across the boundary, shall not be polluted on 
either side to the injury of health or property 
on the other.”
The Flathead Coalition interprets this 
phrase to mean a no degradation of the exis­
ting water supply. In a recent article in the 
Great Falls Tribune the British Columbian 
Minister of Mines, Leo Nimsick, stated that any 
water used by the mining firm would be 
returned to the creek "pollution free." Thus, it 
would seem that the provisions of the Boun­
dary Waters Treaty would be met. Mr. Nimsick 
states that under the 1974 Coal Act, a mining 
company has to meet certain “environmental 
requirements” in order to mine in British 
Columbia. These "envinonmental re­
quirements” never were elaborated upon, 
either at the hearing or in press releases. We 
should be told the specifics of this 1974 Coal 
Act.
We question how rigorous these "en­
vironmental requirements” are: in the Daily 
Interlake of Aug. 3, 1975, a picture shows a 
coal mining operation in Sparwood, British 
Columbia, some 50 to 55 miles north of the 
Cabin Creek site. The caption on the picture 
states, "One of the stated problems which 
needs to be overcome in order to insure ade­
quate environmental protection relates to 
runoff rainwater. While a sluice spits out the 
black coal runoff water in a plant in Sparwood, 
British Columbia, runoff water winds around 
the sluice picking up silt from the barren 
surface."
The picture of this coal mine raises many 
doubts in the minds of the public about the 
concern for the Environment shown by the 
provincial officials.
The company also is planning to build a 40 
megawatt thermal power plant at the mining 
site. The power plant would burn coal from the 
mine. We want to know what specific pollution 
control equipment the company to install in 
the power plant. We also want to know what 
the plant plant to use for a water supply.
The questions we raise concerning the coal 
development spring from a legitimate concern 
for the quality of our environment. We pose the 
questions in an attempt to establish a dialogue 
with the British Columbian government. The 
questions are not easy to answer—they are 
honest and open. We hope the provincial 
government will respond with open and 
honest answers.
Tim Sweeney 
student action center representative
Last Issue
This is the last issue of the 
1975 sum m er M ontana  
Kalmln. Persons interested in 
working for the Kalmln begin­
ning Fall Quarter are urged to 
apply at the Kalmln office, J- 
206, early next academic year. 
Needed are writers, artists and 
photographers.
MARIE’S ART-eries
•  Gallery
• Art Supplies
•  Framing
•  Matting
We’ve Moved to 
1639 South Ave. W. 
(Next to Champion Auto) 
542-0046
PIZZA
3000 Brooks 
543-6112
the
GOOD FOOD STORE
New Products 
Hain's Vegetable 
Juices
Cashew Butter 
Yinnies Candy 
and Syrup 
Kuzu Arrowroot 
Starch
Tiger’s Milk— 
Food Drink
Carob Chips 
Dried Apples 
Naturite Vitamins
Hours:
Mon. & Fri. Until 9 P.M.
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30
118 W. Main 
728-5823
TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION ™
How to enjoy the rest of your life
FREE PUBLIC LECTURE 
by
Miss Tao Oaas 
Montana-Idaho Coordinator
TUESDAY, AUGUST 12 
8 p.m. UC 360-J
r Effortless deep rest •  increases energy and good health
• increases creativity and intelligence
• reduces anxiety and tension '
For more information, please call 728-8560
5 Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Founder of the Transcendental Meditation Program.
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Guess Who performance a letdown
By RON HAUGE 
Montana Kaimln Co-editor
How is it that a band whose music 
has become not unlike the noise 
produced while beating a sackful of 
cats with a lug wrench brings a 
crowd of almost 8,000 to near asex­
ual orgasm?
The Guess Who did so here in 
concert Sunday night, and did so 
with great success.
Amid myriad faded, sleeveless 
beach-shirts, patterned haltertops, 
hurled toilet paper comets, frisbees, 
balloons and firecrackers, the Guess 
Who caused an ocean of huddled 
young flesh to turn into a wild and 
writhing group of Rock & Roll music 
parishioners on the Harry Adams 
Field House floor.
Favorable^ too, was the audience 
response to backup band Fleetwood 
Mac—a group musically superior Jo 
the headliner group in many dimen­
sions—but, though the attention 
given to Mac was good, it could not 
outweigh the mad, unyielding 
devotion of the Guess Who fans.
8:30: The show already 30 minutes 
delayed, a restless crowd, butts 
bench-weary from criminally un­
comfortable wooden seats, begins to 
clap rhythmically as if in summons of 
entertainment.
Adolescent boys with 17-hair 
moustaches sip from smuggled-in 
wine containers; young girls jabber 
in anticipation of seeing Guess 
Who's Burton Cummings squirming 
thither and yon in pants surely too 
tight not to have been applied to his 
thighs with a paintbrush (a disap­
pointment, it turns out, as all four 
Guess Who members sport milk- 
white, baggy pants). Yammering 
“Guess Who T-shirt’’ vendors blaze 
trails through seemingly endless 
hordes of people.
Speakers are stacked on speakers 
on speakers. An orangish drum set 
takes on a different hue under hazy
THE GUESS WHO’S DRUMMER Gary Peterson kept beat Sunday night for a crowd of FLEETWOOD MAC’S Stevie Nicks, a new addition to the
about 7,600 In the Harry Adams Field House. (Kaimln photos by Gayle Corbett) group, sang and swung her tambourine in the backup portion
of the show.
green lights. More drums, speakers; 
gongs, cymbals. Soon the lights go 
out. Matches flare. Fleetwood Mac 
comes on stage.
Fleetwood Mac effectively com­
bines into its repertoire a touch of the 
soft and mellow to a stronger hand of 
fast-moving, "rock-it”  arrangements. 
Performing much of the music from 
the group’s latest album, Fleetwood 
Mac, it offers a welcome versatility 
and creativity in an often drab and 
listless pop-music world. One song, 
with its jazzy, low-lit-bar-piano style 
intro is as different and enjoyable as 
Mick Fleetwood’s solo conga 
n u m b e r— a p ie o e  v a g u e ly  
reminiscent of a Hot Voodoo 
background beat.
Stevie Nicks, a recent female vocal 
addition, adds to that versatility a 
voice of pleasing, almost country- 
western quality.
Also commendable in effect was 
Mac's lighting arrangement, lower in 
the music's lighter parts, building
wildly in conjunction with each long­
term musical crescendo.
The Guess Who began with a 
relatively sluggish piece, making it 
d ifficult for most of the audience to 
immediately “get into” the music. 
(The only exceptions being the 
groundlings in the main floor's first 
few rows—a perennial group, I am 
convinced, which would clap hands 
wildly over their heads and dance 
naked to Pomp and Circumstance.)
Soon enough, though, with Hand 
Me Down Shoes and Star Baby, the 
Canadian group had captivated the 
crowd. Admittedly, Star Baby is no 
more than mindless R&R, but I 
should find it very hard not to find 
myself keeping time to its fast-paced, 
up-beat tempo.
I do, however, find it very hard to 
accept politics of questionable 
sincerity in a musical number.
Example: In Rich World—Poor 
World, a song off their newest album 
Power in the Music, the group found
abhorrent the fact that some (Jackie 
O., for example) have so much while 
others ("bloated, open-scarred" 
Bangla-Desh babies, for example) 
have so little. They even illustrated 
the point by projecting onto a screen 
behind them some slides from "both 
worlds."
They failed to mention, however, 
that Gary Peterson's (well played) 
drum solo highlighting the song was 
performed on a drum set of value 
enough to feed, or at least buy 
Band Aids for thousands of babies for 
a number of days, or that the group 
made more money in two hours Sun­
day n ight than a UM stu ­
dent watching (and likely identifying 
with) the performance could expect 
to make * in his first year out of 
college.
Equally obnoxious were obviously 
put-on, fast-talking but senseless 
song introductions and soliloquies 
via Cummings, who has a pleasant 
voice for singing but, by some anti­
asshole ordinance, never should be 
allowed to speak with it.
Guess Who's one near-saving 
point was in the fact that it played its 
older, better songs veritably un­
touched from original form, proving, 
if nothing else, that former band 
member-leader Randy Bachman was 
not indispensable. Most pleasing to 
hear were Laughing, These Eyes, 
Undun and American Woman, un­
fortunately time-edited into medley 
form. Appropriately enough, they 
were introduced with a segment of 
The Way We Were. The Guess Who 
obviously is aware of its musical 
degradation. The way they were, the 
Guess Who, was better, much better 
than the way they have become, 
commerical and cheapened.
At one time, Guess Who could be 
counted on to produce enjoyable 
and well-done music—but no more.
Their more recent attempt to 
perform “acid" rock falls somewhere 
closer to pH 7.
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MOSTLY LEATHER
•  Belts •  Sandals
•  Purses •  Clothing
9  Hats 9  Tools and
Supplies
529 So. Higgins
(Next to Hansen's Ice Cream) !
Fair Time
^August20-23 Racing 19-24
Join in the friendly competition at the 
Western Montana Fair. Rodeo and Race Meet!
It’s your fair...that’s what makes it so good!
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES — Saturday, August 16,1975
Mail or deliver entries to the Fair office. Do not bring exhibits until Tuesday.
August 19. Premium books and entry forms are available at shopping centers.
retail outlets and the fair office.
ZMMAUS ROAd\
P resen ts
Authentic Foods o f  the World
Austrian Russian
Greek Italian
South American Yugoslav
Chinese Lebanese
Hungarian Serbian
Serving Luncheon and Dinner 
Tues -Sat. 11-2 and 5:30-10:30
Ŝmmauŝ Rpad
Old World Cooking j
P oth avenue west •  serving tues. th^
STARBRIGHT ENTERTAINMENT •  RCA RODEO 
ACTION PACKED CARNIVAL •  RACING •  PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
CHILDREN’S PETTING ZOO •  FIREWORKS AND MORE....
I__________________ ___________ _ ________ X
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Two kinds of insurance explained_______________________
•  Cont. from p. 1
Cady was te lling—feeding—me, I 
arranged to talk to  Mike Kruger, an 
agent for Northwestern Mutual Life 
of Milwaukee, which bills itself as the 
nation's seventh largest life insurer 
and is particularly active at UM, 
where it recruits both customers and 
salespersons.
Kruger's answer to  Cady's ques­
tion is that policyholders are not tax­
ed on the 3 per cent. If one is in a 25 
per cent tax bracket, 5 per cent 
interest profits one only 3.75 per 
cent. Actually, on long term deposits, 
one can get 6 per cent on a savings 
account, or a net o f 4.5 per cent as­
suming a 25 per cent taxation rate.
Some examples
Now we are ready to  run through 
some calculations to  compare the 
results of buying a whole life policy 
from a company and buying term 
and maintaining the self-insurance 
fund—cash value—yourself. To 
make the comparison fa ir we w ill use 
a kind of term insurance called 
“decreasing term.”
Decreasing term is the term in­
surance part o f a whole life policy. As 
cash value grows the amount o f term 
insurance is reduced so that the two 
added together equal the face 
value—death benefit—of the policy.
For these examples Cady used a 
decreasing term policy that, once is­
sued, is guaranteed renewable to  age 
65 no matter how sick you are. The 
premium remains constant at $280 a 
year. The firs t year the policy is in 
force it is worth $100,000 at death. In 
the 10th year it is worth $87,100. In 
the 20th year it is worth $68,100, in 
the 30th, $42,500 and in the 40th, 
$8,200.
Cady compared this term policy 
w ith a whole life plan—not a fancy 
one and one he c la im ed  is 
competitively priced. The whole life 
policy is paid up to age 65, after 
which no more premiums are 
charged. It pays $100,000 at death. 
The premium is $1,067 a year for a 
man 24 years old. The cash value at 
age 65—$55,400.
To compare this to  the term policy 
Cady subtracted the premium for 
term—$280 a year—from the $1,067 
whole life premium. The difference is 
$787. The $787 is put in a bank at 6 
per cent interest which yields 4.5 per 
cent after taxes. That amount of 
money banked once a year fo r 41 
years earning 4.5 per cent interest 
w ill grow to $92,803.
Thus the 24-year-old man in the 25 
per cent tax bracket would come out 
ahead by $37,403.
Unfortunately, things are not as 
cut and dried as this example would 
seem to indicate. Most insurance 
companies issue policies which pay 
dividends. The dividends o f an in­
surance policy are unlike those of 
common stock in a corporation. 
Most of the dividends added to the 
cash value of a whole life policy 
come from an overcharge in 
premium. Unfortunately, like stock 
dividends, there is no guarantee that 
they w ill be paid.
Thus comparisons of separate 
term insurance and savings and 
“ participating”—dividend paying— 
whole life insurance become vague. 
A lot depends on whether you 
believe Northwestern Mutual Life 
when it says it w ill pay the dividends 
given in examples in company 
literature. Cady says the chances
that Northwestern actually w ill pay 
$112,744 in dividends on a $100,000 
participating policy w ith premiums 
of $1,802 a year are “zip.”
On the other hand, Kruger says 
Northwestern just is not the kind of 
company that would not come 
across and, if anything, would pay 
more than the dividends given in the 
example.
Cady can provide examples of 
companies, including Northwestern, 
that have failed miserably in paying 
dividends. Kruger can show you a 
pamphlet that claims to document a 
case in which an individual was paid 
almost double the “ promised" 
dividends.
Even so, Cady ran a comparison of 
the two plans. For a man 24, the cash 
value including dividends “ based on 
current Dividend Scale. Not an es­
timate or guarantee of future results” 
would be $182,746. The guaranteed 
cash value would be $70,002.
Cady's plan fo r $100,000 of 
decreasing term would yield, at 6 per 
cent interest taxed at 25 per cent, 
$179,474, or just under what 
Northwestern possibly m ight pay.
A n o the r advantage to  the  
Northwestern policy is that the 
added dividends push the face value 
of the policy up—to $261,100 
payable on death at age 65, as­
suming, again, the company pays the 
dividends indicated. The death 
benefit o f Cady's term plan—ban­
king the $1,522 difference between 
the $1,802 whole life and $280 term 
premiums—would be approximately 
$177,000 at age 65.
Additional complications
On the other hand, Cady points out
that one could do better than 4.5 per 
cent interest. If the policyholder is 
not covered by a pension plan— 
which would reduce the need to save 
such vast amounts of money for 
retirement anyway—he or she can 
qualify fo r an Internal Revenue 
Service Individual Retirement Ac­
count or the Keogh plan, for those 
who are self-employed. These plans 
not only keep one from having to  pay 
income tax on interest earned for 
retirement until the money is taken 
out of the bank, but also allow one to 
deduct the money paid into the plan 
from taxable income.
Thus Cady says one could get the 
fu ll 6 per cent. Reworking the 
calculations fo r 6 per cent gives 
Cady's plan a value of $266,274 at 
age 65, or $5,174 more than the 
prom ised death  b ene fit from  
Northwestern and $83,534 more than 
the promised cash value. Not only 
that, but Cady adds that the part of 
the cash value of the Northwestern 
policy that exceeds the amount of 
money paid in through premiums is 
considered by the IRS to be a gain, 
and therefore is taxable. In this case 
total premiums fo r 41 years would be 
$73,882. The cash value with 
promised dividends would be 
$182,746. The taxable difference 
would be $108,864.
Further considerations
Other advantages to whole life and 
term exist, but in general, term plans 
give the policyholder more flexib ility.
One of the major advantages to 
term is that one cannot simply buy 
insurance as one gets older. A 
breadwinner 30 years old w ith a hus­
band or w ife and two children needs
more insurance protection in the 
event of death than that same person 
would at age 50, when the children 
are on their own. At age 65, w ith the 
house paid for, a pension, Social 
Security and Medicare, a death 
benefit simply may not be needed as 
long as one has some money in the 
bank.
On a banking plan as discussed 
above, starting at 55 one simply 
could drop any kind of insurance and 
use all the money fo r savings.
Also, investment opportunities 
abound for higher returns than a 
bank or savings and loan can 
provide. The government has been 
known to issue treasury bonds at 
rates of interest up to 10 per cen t.jo r 
those who have relatively large 
sums—$5,000 or $10,000—on hand 
to invest.
Also, if one buys a house, huge 
sums can be saved by paying o ff the 
mortgage. Paying money into a 9.5 
per cent interest mortgage is like get­
ting 9.5 per cent on the money. With 
the mortgage paid off, money that 
otherwise would have gone for 
house payments ban be used to 
augment the “self-insurance fund-' 
that was. allowed to linger while the 
house was being paid for. Owning a 
house free and clear reduces the 
need for a large death benefit too.
Cady uses a variation of the above 
plan to  talk people into surrendering 
whole life policies they may have. It is 
Cady's point o f view that it is never 
too late to  save money by dropping 
out of a whole life plan.
Kruger, who admits he is new to 
the insurance business, came up 
with some advantages to whole life 
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CASH FOR CARS! 
Jim’s Used Cars
1700 Stephens 
543-8269
C O U N TR Y — C O U N TR Y — C O UNTRY
The Lannie Browning Show 
“Texas’ Maestro of Music”
WYATT'S JEWELRY
Diamonds. Watch Repairing
3 to 5
Day Service 
Work Guaranteed 
Watches, Jewelry, 
Diamonds, Gifts 
10% Discount 
on all Merchandise in Stock.
(Timex Watches Excepted).
110 W. Broadway
Eight Ball 
Billiards
3101 Russell
SUN., MON., TUE. — 1/2 PRICE POOL 
WED. — $1.00 Pitchers 3-7 P.M. 
THUR. — 20c Schooners, FREE Popcorn 
FRI. & SAT. — 75C Pitchers 11 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
Pool - Tournament Soccer Foos Ball Tables 
COLD BEER — Six Packs of Cold Bohemian 
To Go For $1.00 Per Six Pack 
We Now Have Malt Liquor on Tapi
LANCE  
ROMANCE  
C O M IN G  
A U G U ST 19
DANCING
9-2
NIGHTLY
The Flamingo Lounge
AT THE
Park Hotel
600 No. Higgins Circle Square
SUN-TUES—AUG. 10-12 
Fellini’s
I VITELLONI
Thia e arly  neorealist work o f Fellini's la one o f his best, still widely regarded as one of the 
masterpieces of the foreign film. VitelIoni are tatted calves'—a group of purposeless, drifting, 
'eternal adolescents,' approaching thirty, in Fellini's provincial/mythical seaside resort. The eye 
for the fantastic, characteristic of the later Fellini films, begins to be subtly present in this in­
tricate look at the lives of the five vltelloni. Music by Nino Rota. 1953.
WED-SAT—AUG. 13-16
RIDE TH E H IG H  CO UNTRY
Sam Peckinpah's film casts Joel McCrea as an ex-marshal trying to redeem himself-to-himself 
by hiring out to deliver a shipment of gold from a mining camp across the Sierra to the bank. He 
employs an old friend (Randolph Scott} to help him, but Scott and his sinister young sidekick 
have other plans for the treasure. Mariette Hartley is notable as The Girl who rides with them, 
fleeing a tyrannical home life for the imagined vitality of life with her fiance in the camp. The 
movie has been cited for its leisurely sense of space, lively characterizations, beautiful color 
location photography, and the occasional 'near surrealist uproar'of some scenes, especially the 
marriage in the camp brothel. 1962.
CRYSTAL THEATRE  
515 So. Higgins 
SHOW TIMES 7 AND 9:15 P.M.
! ! OPENS TOMORROW ! ! 
MASQUER SUMMER THEATER
Presents
AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A LITTLE
By Pulitzer Prize Winning Playwright PAUL ZINDEL
WED.-S’UN. AUGUST 13-17, 8:00 P.M.
FIVE PERFORMANCES ONLY 11
Box Office Open At Noon—243-4581 Tickets $2.00 Gen., $1.50 Stud. w/ID
MASQUER THEATER
Comer of Maurice and Connell Streets
UM School of Fine Arts Dept. of Drama
AIR CONDITIONED 
265 W. Front—728-9814
STARTS WEDNESDAY
ANIMAL LOVE 
and
THEATRE GAMES
Please do not attend 
if offended by total 
sexual frankness.
Continuous Shows from 
11:00 a.m.
$4.00 Adult
$3.00 Student with ID Ihestory Buford Pusser wanted toldND
FINAL SMASH 
WEEK
SHERIFF BUFFORD 
PUSSER ONE-MAN 
CRUSADE AGAINST 
ORGANIZED CRIME 
CONTINUES—THE 
INCREDIBLE SEOUEL 
TO THE MOST 
MEMORABLE 
MOTION PICTURE OF 
k. OUR TIME.
TIMES
7:15
9:30
SEE IT 
NOW AT 
MISSOULA'S 
NEWEST
AND
FRIENDLIEST
THEATRE
WORLD
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGGINS
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• Cont. from p. 5
(------- T.-------- ’classified ads
over no insurance at all, but they ap­
plied just as well to  term Insurance.
Kruger did offer one last challenge 
for Cady. Could Cady beat a 
Northwestern policy called Extra 
Ordinary Life? Kruger said there was 
no way.
Here are the figures. The policy 
pays a $100,000 death benefit until 
age 47, at which time the benefit rises 
to $145,600 at age 65. All o f this, 
naturally, depends on the company
DOONESBURY
paying promised dividends. The 
premium is $976 for a 24-year-old 
male. Cash value at 65—$89,361 with 
dividends, $39,194 guaranteed.
Banking the difference between 
the $976 premium and the $280 
premium for term for 41 years at 4.5 
per cent interest after taxes gives a 
total of $82,072.
So fa r , so g o o d  fo r  th e  
Northwestern policy. The cash value 
in excess of premiums paid in,
however, is $49,345. Allowing a tax 
rate o f 20 per cent on that figure- 
older people get a double deduc­
tion—the cash value after taxes is 
$79,492, even so, just under the 
guaranteed return of the term plan. 
However, the advantage on these 
terms still m ight be w ith the 
Northwestern policy, because of the 
far greater death benefit. Of course, 
one can not have both the benefit 
and the cash. If the policy is cashed
by Garry Trudeau
SS*
NE STILL CANT 
REACH THE GOVERNOR, 
MR. PRESIDENT— THE 
PHONES ARE ALL OUT! AND  
SO FAR, RADIO SAMOA 
HAS BEEN SILENT!
PONT LIKE THE 
SOUND O F THAT!.. 
COLONEL, DO YOU HAVE 
ANY NEW INTELLIGENCE 
ON THE CONDITION OF
f T  AJEEL, SIR, 
OUR LATEST 
REPORTS INDICATE 
,  THAT MOST OF THE
PASSENGERS ARE UP 
ON THE DECK PLAYING 
SHUFFLEBOARD.
/
A R E  IN  M Y
THEY BEING OPINION, 
TORTURED7 YES.
in, the insurance no longer is in 
force.
Thus the judgment as to which 
plan would be better depends on 
how much an individual cares about 
the higher death benefit, whether he 
or she wants to use the money and 
whether the individual can take ad­
vantage of some of the ancillary 
benefits of term.
What about you?
To apply this information to  your 
situation, assuming you are anxious 
to  plan your economic future right 
now, the procedure to  fo llow  would 
seem to be to go back and forth 
between a man like Cady and one 
like Kruger and have them point out 
the pros and cons of each of their ap­
proaches. If you do it long enough 
you eventually w ill learn what is best 
fo r you.
In any case, before buying any 
whole life policy, the figures above 
indicate that one should give long, 
hard consideration to  a financial 
program that employs term in­
surance separate from savings. You 
could save a bundle.
1. LOST OR FOUND
L O S T : G O L D  leather purse in G re e n o u g h  Park. $15 
reward tor sky-diving logs and glasses. Call 243- 
5771 or 728-4499 130-1p
2. PERSONALS
WOMEN'S PLACE, health educatiorvtounseling. 
abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D. 
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 P.M. 1130 
West Broadway. 543-7606. 125-5c
4. HELP WANTED
ADVANCED GUITAR Instructor needed for non­
credit University Center evening course- Apply at 
Room 104, U.C. 130-1c
BICYCLING INSTRUCTOR needed for non-credit 
University Center evening course. Apply at Room 
104, U.C. 130-lc
5. WORK WANTED
HOUSEWORK and/or Ironing. 549-7282. 127-4p
11. FOR SALE
VIVITAR 20mm. 13 8 lens with screw mount. Used 
once. 549-5655 130-11
16. WANTED TO RENT
SABBATICAL IN Missoula, environs, need 2'/2/3- 
b e d ro o m  house, furnished. Sept., Oct., or Nov. 
through May or June. W. Lockwood, English, U. of 
Michigan—Flint 1321 E. Court, Flint, Michigan. 
Call collect 313-239-1753. U. of Montana 
references. 130-1 p
Stereos •  TV’s 
Radios •  Tape Recorders 
259 West Front 
Near to **l Don’t Know Tavern" 
549-3678
AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE
SPECIAL!
Reg. Price $18.50
Special Price
$10.00
•  Inspect Freon level
•  Inspect all hoses
and fittings
•  Inspect compressor,
evaporator, and 
condensor
•  Evacuate and recharge
system as necessary
REMEMBER 
Thursday is 
LADIES’ DAY
Ladies receive 
10% off on all 
parts and labor
Bitterroot
Service
Center
Located at Bitterroot 
Toyota 542-2121
504 OFF ON 
ALL MCA RECORDS 
and TAPES
Also: 
Top Ten 
LP’s On 
Special Sale 
Price $3.97
INCLUDING- 
B Elton John 
Golden Earring 
Lynyrd Skynyrd 
The Who 
Leon Russell 
Phoebe Snow 
and Others
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11-9 
Sat. 11-7; Sun. 12-5
3209 Brooks 
Missoula 
543-4792
in Tandy Town
Sale Starts
Tues. 6 p.m.
2043 Grand Ave. 
Billings 
248-3081
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
NEED FEMALE roommate for 75-76 school year. 
728-6280 non-smoker. 130-1 p
DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
RENAULT
5ALES AND SERVICE
“We appreciate your business, 
You’ll appreciate our service”
Missoula Imports
2715 Highway 93 So. 549-5178
HELP FIGHT MUSCULAR 
DYSTROPHY. . .  In August 
McDonald's of Missoula is 
Donating 10^ for 
Every Apple
Pie Sold.
PLEASE HELP US FIGHT 
THIS DREADFUL DISEASE.
Located at 3310 Brooks 
Locally Owned and Operated
McDonald's
®
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